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THE ARAMAIC GOSPEL.
THE GALILJEAN DIALECT.
ALL candid minds must readily admit that our argument
is cumulative ; and in such an argument the convergence
of the lines of proof is a matter of vital importance. For
instance, when it is ascertained by purely internal evidence
that many of the divergences in the Synoptic Gospels are
traceable to a variant rendering of the same or a closely
similar Aramaic text, and when we turn to the Church
Fathers, and find there abundant and unfaltering testimony
that the earliest Gospel was written by Matthew 'E/3pat"a"Tt,
which word in the New Testament always means " in
Aramaic "-we have there convergence of proof. But further, Matthew was a Galilrean, and internal evidence shows
that the Aramaic substratum did not extend much beyond
the limits of the Galilrean ministry. The question then
occurs, did Matthew's work possess any of the peculiarities
of the Galilrean dialect ? If we can show that this primitive record of the Galilrean ministry, written by a Galilrean,
presents numerous dialectical peculiarities, we shall have a
remarkable accumulation of evidence : the triple threads
making an unbreakable corq.
We know from the record of Peter's denial that there
was a clear difference between the Aramaic spoken in
Galilee and that spoken in Jerusalem. Notwithstanding
Peter's attempt to allay suspicion by engaging in conversation, he could not conceal his native dialect. The metropolitans came down on the luckless provincial then, as
so often since, with the awkward charge, " Thy speech
bewrayeth thee.''
What were the provincialisms by which Peter was
detected? We have three sources of information as to the
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peculiarities of the language spoken in the more northerly
districts of Palestine. (1) The anecdotes, perhaps caricatures, of Galilrean dialect, found in the Babylonian Talmud.
(2) The discussions by rabbis who were natives of Galilee
contained in the Palestinian Talmud. (3) The Samaritan
Targum. This is confessedly a very ancient production,
though its exact date is disputed. Walton holds that it
cannot be placed long posterior to the erection of the
temple on Mount Gerizim, because the need of a translation from the Hebrew would be imperative, as soon as
regular worship was established. The Samaritans assign
its composition to the priest Nathaniel, who died about 20
n.c.; while Gesenius fixes it in the first Christian century.
These three sources of information agree singularly in
presenting the same features of dialectical peculiarity :
1. An indistinct pronunciation of the gutturals.
2. A confusion of cognate consonants.
3. An elision of the gutturals, and a disposition to run
two or more words together.
The first two of these will now engage our attention.
The third will be considered at some future time.
The Babylonian Talmud gives some amusing anecdotes
of the provincialisms of Galilreans, which are collected in
Buxtorf's Lexicon. We are told, e.g., that a Galilrean who
was a buyer of old clothes, etc., went about crying, ,ON
1NO? ,~N 1NO?, Who has any 'mar to sell? Whereupon
the people said to him, What do you want? Do you want
an ass, ,9t;f, to ride upon; or wine, ,~IJ. to drink; or wool,
,~Y,, for clothing; or a sheep-skin, ,~~. for covering?
Dr.' B. Fischer, in the supplementary matter which he has
furnished to Winer's Ohaldiiische Grammatik, also gives a
funny story from the same Talmud, of a Galilrean who was
lowering a table by a rope into the street from an upper
floor. He fastened the rope so that the feet of the table
were a short distance from the ground, and while he was
VOL. IV.
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coming downstairs, a man outside cut the rope, and ran
off with the table. The Galilrean sent his wife to report
the theft, and the man to whom she reported it understood her to call him a silly man whom a heretic stole and
carried off, with his feet scarcely touching the ground. The
changes due to dialect which caused the woman to be so
grievously misunderstood are these : .:::1 was sounded as El,
i' as :J, j:'f and i1 as :J, and ID as n. We have also the coalescence of one or two distinct words.
Dr. Neubauer maintains that the Palestinian Talmud
represents most closely the language in which the Saviour
spoke, and that "if any attempt be made to translate New
Testament texts into their original idiom, the type of
Aramaic there represented should be chosen for the purpose." He speaks of its provincialisms thus: " The gutturals are constantly interchanged. )) is written for n, N for
n, which is thus often not pronounced at all. Very often
the N and i1 are omitted. The labial letters are pronounced
more softly than in the Babylonian Talmud. Instead of
.:::1 and El they use va ; for 0 the Galilrean rabbis have
often b. For :J we find .:1 ; even ~ and ~ are interchanged,
and two words are often united into one." 1 I have been
asked repeatedly why I have not fully adopted Dr. Neubauer's theory. In reply I may briefly say that the
difference between us is but slight. We both agree that
Jesus spoke Aramaic, that if His words were committed to
writing, Aramaic would be the language employed, and
that the do'cument recording His discourses would contain
features peculiar to the more northerly dialects of Palestine.
I wish now briefly to indicate for what reasons, and to
what extent, I have been led to believe that the Logia
resembled the Samaritan Targum. (1) Our method of
procedure has been inductive. At the outset we were
uncertain whether the original language might prove to be
t

Studi Biblica, vot i., pp. 61, 62.
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Hebrew, as Dr. Delitzsch believed, or Aramaic, as is maintained by Dr. Neubauer; but we were very soon obliged
to discard the Hebrew, as our identifications could only
be effected by Aramaic words. In most cases these words
are common to all the Targums, but by-and-by we noticed
a decided leaning to words found only in the Palestinian
Targum. We have not as yet made use of any words
found only in Samaritan, but have noted that the assumption of the peculiarities of dialect, and especially of spelling, which occur in the Swmaritan Targum enable us, in
numerous instances, to explain divergences in the Gospels.
We have not yet noticed that the assumption of peculiarities special to the Palestinian Talmud helps us in our
researches. (2) The inhabitants of Samaria and Galilee
were one nation-Israel as distinct from Judah. The
whole northern kingdom was known to the Assyrians as
Samaria, or the land of the house of Omri, and the immigrants whom they sent would in all probability occupy the
whole district more or less. Thus though the peoples of
Samaria and Galilee were in Christ's time divided for purposes of administration, and to some extent by religion,
and though the mongrel character of the immigration
would cause the survival of foreign words in some localities
which were not known in others, there was the closest
affinity between the Galilreans and Samaritans in respect
of language. (3) It is very probable that the Samaritan
Targum existed in written form during the lifetime of
Jesus, and thus it is a contemporary record of what an
inhabitant of Jerusalem would regard as north country
dialect ; whereas the Palestinian Talmud would not be
committed to writing until perhaps 300 years later. (4)
If the Logia and the Samaritan Targum were written in
the same half-century, they present us the Aramaic language at the same stage of literary development, and we
may expect the same want of fixity as to orthography in
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both. (5) Granted that the disputations given in the
Palestinian Talmud are those of Galilroan rabbis, some of
whom lived in the first century, and that we have thus a
specimen of Galilroan dialect, would even the tenacious
memories of rabbis transmit dialectical peculiarities accurately through several centuries? Would not the dialect
in which this Talmud was written be nearer that of the
fourth century than that of the first? We have no wish,
however, to be obstinate on the point. The matter is one
to be decided by internal evidence. Let both be tested,
and let the dialect which best explains the divergences of
the synoptic Gospels be voted to be the one in which the
Logia was written.
The difference between Dr. N eubauer and myself is practically reduced to a minimum, so far as this present paper
is concerned, because I intend to confine myself to dialectical modes of pronunciation and spelling rather than of
vocabulary, and in these respects there is little difference
between the Palestinian Talmud and the Samaritan Targum. In reading this latter work, I have carefully marked
and afterwards classified all the deviations which are idiomatic. This is scarcely the place to exhibit the full results
of olM' investigations, but a few of the more striking features
may be noticed.
1. Indistinct pronunciation of the gutturals. Each ot
the gutturals N, i1, n, and .V is used instead of the others;
the most frequent anomaly being that of .V for n. Dr.
Petermann says that the modern Samaritans do not pronounce the gutturals at all, but it is doubtful whether this
has always been the case. When .J)~!V is sometimes spelt
p~!V and nn~, pn~; and when in the story from the
Babylonian Talmud, a Galilroan's N sounded like :J, we seem
to have evidence that in ancient times they pronounced
the gutturals carelessly or indistinctly, rather than that
they did not pronounce them at all. We will now adduce
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several instances from the Samaritan Targum illustrating
the indistinctness of pronunciation, and also the want of
fixity in the orthography; reminding us of the eight ways
in which Tyndall's Bible spells the word "it" : and, as
being the more curious, we will confine ourselves to cases
where the same word is differently spelt in the same
immediate connexion.
ili~J),

wine,
Gen. ix. 21,
is written ili~n. ver. 24.
i~~n, vers. 3 and 8.
sheep,
Num. xxviii. 7,
ii'~. ver. 20.
ii'lJ, he fled,
Gen. xxxi. 21,
rb, same verse.
~~. not,
Gen. xviii. 15,
)ilO~, ver. 22.
)MO~, owner,
Exod. xxi. 28,
i'lJ,, ver. 26.
i'il,, he took away, Gen. xxxi. 18,
~~n, ver. 12.
~~lJ, he looked,
Gen. xii. 14,
il~~n, ver. 28.
~~~lJ, heaven,
Gen. i. 26,
M~l!', he sent,
N urn. xx. 26,
lJ~I!'• ver. 28.
~J)D, ver. 17.
~n~, he smote,
Exod. vii. 20,
i::ll), same vei'se.
i::ln, neighbour,
Dent. xv. 2,

i~~~.

2. Transmutation of cognate consonants. The most
common case is that of the sibilants. This is indeed an old
northern provincialism. It was by their pronunciation 0f
n7il?', shibboleth, as n?..lp, sibboleth, that Jephthah determined who of the fugitives w&e Ephraimites (Jud. xii. 6).
So we have in the Samaritan rrargum, i1DN, a wife; n?D,
he sent; .V.:lD, seven; ,.:lD, he hoped; pD, he dwelt, occurring along with the corresponding form in !V. This occurs
even in the same connexion.
l!'~i,
1)1!',

l)::ll!'

i~::l,
)MO~,

to creep,
years,
Beer·shelm,
owner,

!:pi, same ver~e.
Gen. vii. 14, is written
Gen. xxiii. 1,
j')O,
"
l)::lO i~::l, ver. 31.
Gen. xxi. :l2,
)MI!'~, ver. 12.
Exod. xxii. 15,

We might show how Ji interchanges with !V, i with T,
to with :!t; but the most remarkable transmutation is that
of .:land,, which occurs some hundreds of times, and seems
to imply that .:l = b had the soft sound of t
When , has
a daghesh forte, It is almost always written .:l, to distinguish
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it from ,, the sign of "o" or "u." It is remarkable to
find in our Targum such forms as N:ltrl for N)It/ =vision ;
,N:l::t for ,N~::t=neck ·and :l~t for ,~t=skin: but much more
so to find :ltrl for ~try= appearance ; so Genesis xii. 12,
xxiv. 16, and h:l ~ for ry~~ =a table. We will add other
illustrations as before.
T-

~q·H~,

mountain,

t:l~,, curse,

l~~. among,
i1!l~. to appoint,

'

•

Exod. xix. 25, is written ~i:Jt:l, ver. 18.
Num. xxiii. 7,
t:l:JS, ver. 8.
Gen. xxiii. 10,
:l~ :J, vers. 6 and 9.
i1:Jt!', ver. 14.
Deut. xxii. 17,

The word ~~ry =he told, is usually spelt ~:ln, though in
many cases we have a further deviation, and find ~:ln =he
told; as in Genesis xxix. 19, Exodus iii. 3, 9.
The converse reading of , for :1 is much more rare, but
we have '1i1 for ~:ln =give, Genesis xxx. 14 ; and ,,IV for
~:l!V =I pray thee, Genesis xxxiii. 11.
And now we wish to show how the assumption of these
dialectic forms in the Aramaic MSS. of the Gospel explains
numerous instances of divergence in our synoptic Gospels.
I. The Gutturals.
1. We would briefly allude to two cases which have
already come under our notice.
Luke ix. 39:
Mark ix. 18:

KaL l'-6yu; chroxwpE'L
KaL rp{~EL TOV<; o86vra<;

P~ll:l

Pill

p~~·:J

p;n

The letters n and l' are interchanged on every page of
the Samaritan Targum; usually, though, l' stands for n.
In most cases no uncertainty arises ; but if, in the Logia,
P,l' occurred for p,n, it would naturally suggest to a
translator the idea of "departing," "fleeing away," rather
than of "grinding the teeth."
2. Equally striking is the instance we gave in our last
paper.
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Mark iii. 5: 'rhey took counsel how they might dest~·oy Him.
Luke vi. 11 : They conversed what they should do to Him.
Mark=nS p,~~~, ,::lSon~.
Luke=nS p,::lJJI, ,s~on~.

3. In the narrative of our Lord's baptism we have two
slightly variant expressions as to what occurred as Christ
was being raised from the water after immersion.
Matt. iii. 16 : And, lo, the heavens were opened ( av£<(:xBrwav).
Mark i. 10: And he saw the heavens rent asunder ((]'XL,op.lvovc;).

\Ve would ask, if it can be a mere casual coincidence that
the verb to open is N:::tEl ; and the verb to cleave, rend
asunder, is .V:::tEl. The verb .V:::tEl occurs in the Palestinian
Targum of Genesis xxii. 3, of Abraham cleaving the wood
(LXX. (jx£(ja-,), and Judges v. 26, of the tent-peg with
which J ael clove asunder the skull of Sisera ; while N:::tEl
is used in Syriac and Targumic Aramaic of opening the
mouth, or the formation of an orifice like the mouth.
Further, the word lo! ecce I is :!q-the imperative used
as an interjection, as in Genesis xxvii. 27, Lo ! the smell
of my son is as the smell of a field ; and this imperative
is identical in form with the Perfect Peal, "he saw," and
therefore the only difference in Aramaic, in the phrases
before us, is this :

Tn,

p:::tEln~ N~~v 1

P.V:::tEln~ N 1 ~V

Tm

1

4. We would now mention a case to which we alluded
in our :March paper without offering a satisfactory solution.
A kind friend has suggested the following, which we gratefully adopt :
:r.fark V. 16 :
Luke viii. 36 :

7rW<;

~YEV£TO r<{) 8aLfLOVL~OfLEV'f!•

7rwc;

£mn81J

o8aLp.ovL(]'()d.,,

The equivalent of f.ryevero is Nm or 1m, while the verb
"to save," to restore to life, or health, or sanity, whether
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mental or spiritual, is '.~r:r. This meaning is not frequent
in the Targums, but it is the constant word for uwl;w in
the Syriac New Testament, and hence may well have been
current in this sense among the Galilrnan apostles.
Mark=~'1 1 t::l1 ~i:l~t, 1 1i11 1 ~
How it happened to the demoniac (the man of
Luke=~ 1 1 1 t::'1 ~i:J.~S 11 n 1'~
How He (Christ) saved the demoniac.

demon~).

5. Our next illustration shall be drawn from our Lord's
words, announcing the suddenness of His advent, when
one shall be taken, and the other left.
~vo &A~t9ov(Tat lv T<fi p.vA.wn.
'l'wo women (shall be) grinding in the mill.
Luke xvii. 35: ~vo f(TOJITUL .lA.~t9ov(TaL brt TO avr6.
Two women shall be grinding together.

Matt. xxiv. 41:

Now the word for "mill," threshing-floor, or place
where the corn is ground, is N~1~. It is used of the place
where Boaz was winnowing barley, Ruth iii. 2; and of the
place where Ornan was threshing wheat when he saw the
angel, 1 Chron. xxi. 22. And the word for "together,"
"simul," e7rl To aimJ, is N":!"!'=I~· which of course is very
easily confusible with N,1N~. It is true that the form
N11i1~ belongs rather to New-Hebrew than to the Targums; but, as we have said, this is what we are prepared
for in Luke.
6. In the account of the Gadarene demoniac, when our
Lord was landing on the eastern shore of the Sea of
Galilee, we read respecting the poor man:
'I8wv 8£ Tov 'I1J(]"Ovv a1l'o p.aKp6t9£v.
Having seen Jesus from afar.
Luke viii. 28: 'I8wv 8£ TOV 'I1](]"0VJI avaKpata>.
Having seen Jesus, having cried aloud.

Mark v. 6:

The Aramaic equivalent of a71'o fkaKpoB•v is N?iJI:?; of avaKpaEa'>, N?.-?~, Aphel participle of N?.p, to roar or shout.
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·when used of men, it denotes the alarmed or distressed
cry of an individual rather than a multitude.
Zeph. ii. 15: Whosoever passeth by shall cry out and wring his
hands.
nlicah vi. 9: The voice of the prophets of J ehovah crieth aloud unto
the city.
Joel iii. 16: Jehovah shall shout (LXX. d.YaKpM(Tat) from Zion, and
utter His voice from J erusa1em.

The difference in an unvocalized text is that of i1 and ~ ,
1
N m~ and N~~~. The occurrence of KpagM, a little farther
on in Mark, we~ shall presently claim as a confiat.e reading.
By means of the adverb just quoted, or a closely allied
form, we would now explain what has often been felt a
difficulty in this threefold narrative of the Gadarene. Matthew viii. 30 says that there was ajar off from them
(t.taKpav a7r' auTwv) a herd of swine feeding. Mark v. 11
and Luke viii. 32 say that it was there (€~<E'i). But we have
a word j 1;m\ which means "afar off," and also "there,"
"thither," "ibi," "illuc" : only that the meaning "there"
belongs rather to N ew-Hebrew than to Aramaic.
II. The Sibilants.
7. Our first instance of confusion among the sibilants
shall be taken from the passage to which we referred in
our last paper, as to the hiding of the lamp, where there is
a slight divergence as to whether it is "under the bed"
or " under the bushel."
T

-

;

Matt. v. 15: inro TOY f.tDOwY, under the bushel.
Luke viii. 16: v1roKaTw KALY7JS, under a bed.
Luke xi. 33: v1ro TOY t.t60wl', under the bushel.
J'lfark iv. 21 : v1ro TOY f-L6owv ~ v1ro T~v KALY7JV, under the bushel or
under the bed.

When we find that the word for t.to'Owr; is liNO, which in
the Palestinian dialect became N!9• and when we know
that one of the words for "a bed" is N~,lli, and when we
know further the readiness with which 0 and TlJ change
T

T; -

;
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places in a document contemporary with the Logia, we
surmise that we have a duplicate rendering of one Aramaic
word, probably ~!9• and that in Mark we have a doublet.
The word ~;11?' denotes not the pallet found in the houses
of the poor, but a wooden structure, a couch or bedstead,
as of course the context requires, if a lamp is to be placed
under it. We have the word ~;11?' in the Targums, respecting the bed of Og king of Bashan (Deut. iii. 11) : the couch
on which, according to the Targum, Saul reclined at the
feast from which David was absent (1 Sam. xx. 25) ; and
the couches (Heb. garments) received in pledge from their
debtors, upon which the wealthy reclined around the altars
of heathen deities, carousing, as was their wont (Amos ii.
8). There can be no reasonable doubt that the divergence
in our Gospels has arisen from the close resemblance of
~10 or ~,TV and N1,TV.
8. On two occasions in the synoptists we have the verb
"to find" standing in parallelism with the verb "to see,"
and we would explain this by a confusion of TV and 0.
Mark v. 15: They beheld the demoniz<id one sitting, clothed, etc.
Luke viii. 35: They found the man from whom the demons had gone
out, sitting, clothed, etc .

.What difference exists in Aramaic between "they beheld,
looked at," Beropouo-t, and evpov, "they found"? A very
slight one when the style of spelling in the Samaritan
Targum is considered. The verb to find is n;>o/ or n~o/~.
Peal or Aphel. In the Jewish Targums the Aphel is more
frequent, but in Samaritan the Peal of n:JTV, spelt npTV or
. .VPTV, is equally common. Further, the verb, to look at,
gaze at, see, is ~?P· It occurs, for instance,
N urn. xxiv. 17: I have seen him, but not now; I have beheld him,
but he is not near. When a king shall arise from
J acob, and the Messiah shall magnify Himself
from Israel, He shall smite, etc.
Job xxiv. 18: He beholdeth not the path of the vineyard.
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When we know the readiness with which TV and 0 change
places, even in the same verse, as we have seen, and how
easily the gutturals interchange, it would be the easiest
thing possible for M:lTV and N:lO to be so written as to be
undistinguishable from each other.
9. The second instance occurs in the narrative of the
Transfiguration. After the disciples, overwhelmed with
awe, had watched the heavenly visitants enter the cloud,
we read in Matthew and Mark that " they saw Jesus
only" (Eloov TOY 'Irwovv t-tovov): whereas Luke says, "Jesus
was found alone." The passive of the verb " to find " is
n,;J~lf'~; but this passive stands in parallelism with an
active form, "they saw." Does that yield to our hypothesis? Exactly; for the Ithpeal of the verb N?~ 1s more
common in an active sense than the Peal itself.
1 Sam. xvii. 42: The Philistine looked ( 1.:lJ;!'?~) and saw David.
Exod. iii. 6, J.: He (Moses) was afraid to look at the glory of the
Shekinah of the Lord.
Genesis xv. 5: Look (I~J;II:?~) now unto heaven.

It is evident that "they saw," or "beheld" =~:lf:l~~' while
"was found" is n~~WN, which might be written M~f;l~~·
10. As elucidated by an interchange of sibilants, we would
now quote two similar passages in which the Saviour
reminds those around Him that the disciple is not above
his teacher :
Matthew x. 25 : It is sufficient for the disciple that he become as
his teacher.
Luke vi. 40: When perfected, every (disciple) shall be as his
teacher.

The contrast is between ap!CETOV = it is sufficient, and
JCaT7Jpno-t-t€vo<; =perfected, brought to maturity, having" completed his education." It is striking how nearly alike these
words are in the original language as spoken by Christ.
The verb to complete is N 1 ~ 1 1P,. It occurs in Genesis ii. 2
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of the completion of the work of creation; Exodus xi. 32,
of the completion of the construction of the tabernacle ;
and 2 Chronicles viii. 16, of the completion of Solomon's
temple; while the verb KaTapTll;w occurs seven times in
the Greek scripiures of the book of Ezra, respecting the
completion of the various parts of the second temple.
These two verbs are then clearly equivalent. As for
apKeTov =sufficient, the Aramaic word is N'>';l9~· Its construction is peculiar; it takes suffixes of the person for
whom a thing is sufficient. It is sufficient for thee= 1'nO~,
for him= iT"nO~.
Job >i. 7: My soul refuses to touch them ; they make me ~ickly
they are enough for my meal.
Num. xii. 14: But it shall be sufficient for her (i=I;J;~t;''?) that she
(Miriam) be shut out of the camp seven days.

Remembering that the passive participle KaT7JPTHYfi-evor;
requires the passive participle of N'~'!V, we obtain for the
divergent Greek phrases:
Matthew: i'T~~~~.:l N1'~~n '1i'T'1 i:r"flO:~.
Luke :
n~~~~.:l N1'~~n '1i'T' ~~·~A0b
.. .. . .
;

11. One more case of this descriptiOn. It is from the
parable of the grain of mustard seed, which, though very
small, grows into a tree :
Matt. xiii. 32: So that the birds come and lodge.
Mark iv. 32: So that the birds are able to lodge.

One verb, meaning " to come" is N~~. and N~~ means
to find, to find means how to do a thing, to be able. The
verb N~~ would be singularly appropriate here. The birds
find (room) to lodge, are able to lodge.
The use of N~~ and n~!VN, both of which mean "to
find," in the sense "to be able," is illustrated in two other
New Testament passages:
T

!

-

!
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Luke V. 19: M~ evpovu~ 7rO[a~ EicTEVEYKWCTLV a&ov,
Not finding how they might bring him in.
Mark ii. 4: M~ Svvap.evoL 1rpoueyyluat aim{).
Not being able to come near to him.

So Luke vi. 7: iva £Vpwcn. KaTr}yop€'iv aVToV.
That they might find, i.e. be able, to accnse him.

III. Interchange of ::l and t
12. \Ve pass on now to an exceptionally interesting group
of instances in whi~h the confusion lies in the free use of ::l
and t The word for "graves," "tombs," is N11::lp. The
word for "the city," in the Palestinian and Samaritan
Targums, is N::~p. Now, if the scribe of the Logia wrote
::l for , as is done often on every page of the Samaritan
Targum, " the city" and " the tombs " would alike be
N1,::lp. So we are quite prepared to find in the narrative
:Jf the Gadarene demoniac :
Mark v. 2:
A man met him from the tom us.
Luke viii. 27: A man met him from the city.

13. In the description of the storm which occurred on
the Sea of Galilee, we have the following variants :
Matt. viii. 24: CTELCTp.o~ fLlya~, a great storm.
Luke viii. 23 : A.al).alft &.v£fLov, a storm of wind.
Mark iv. 37: A.a'iA.alft &.vlp.ov fLEyaA.YJ, a great storm of wind.

Clearly uetap,or; and 'AaZ'Aa'fr are synonyms, and may well
stand for the Aramaic N~~!· Our theory demands that
we should prove the close resemblance in Aramaic between
"great" and "wind." Now the word for "wind" is ry~1
or Nm,, which, like 1::1~ for 1~~ =a mountain, and n::l~ for
m~,: a table, might be written Nn::l1 ; and the feminine of
::11 is N-0.;1}. We have the very phrase in Job i. 19: "There
came a great storm (Nf.\::11 NEl.VT) from the wilderness"; so
that
a great storm= N.n::l1 NEl.VT
a storm of wind= Nn::l1 tl,!n
T

;

-
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vVe note again that the transcriber of Mark, cognisant
of the various reading in the MSS. of the Aramaic Gospel,
adopts the nai've plan of inserting both readings, " a great
storm of wind."
14. While the Saviour was present at the feast in the
house of Matthew, the Pharisees came to the disciples and
put to them the following question :
MATTHEW

ix, U.

&a. T{

MARK

'.

ii. 16.

'TLO'TL

p.ETa 'TWV TEAWVWV
p.ETa 'TWV T£Awvwv
KUL ap.apTwAwv
KaL ap.ap'TWAWV
l.uO{n
l.u6{£t
,
KUL' 7rLVEL;
0' 8t8cfuKaAoc; vp.wv;

LuKE v. 30.

Sta. T{
p.ETa 'TWV T£Awvwv
KaL ap.ap'TWAWV
l.u6{£n
'
,
Kat 1rLVE1'€;

On the last line the variants are "your Teacher," "He
drinks," "ye drink." "The Master or Teacher " is N~'};
"your teacher" is jb~'}. The verb." to drink," in the
sense intended by the spiteful Pharisees, is N~'}. But vav,
with a Daghesh forte, is almost invariably written :l in
the Samaritan Targum ; therefore " He drinks " would be
N:l,, which is identical in form with" the Master." "Ye
drink''= j1.M~:l,, or possibly j,:J~:l,; so that the members of
the last line, unlike as they seem in Greek, are singularly
alike in Aramaic.
15. In the narrative of the woman who was healed while
the Saviour was on His way to the house of J airus, we
have the following divergent phrases:
Mark v. 33 :

Ei8vl:a 13 y€yov£v a&fj.
Knowing what was done to her.
Luke viii. 47: i8ovua on ovK EAa6£.
Seeing that she was not hid.

The verb " to be," N,i1, is used in Ithpael, ~~.iJ'J;l~. i.e.
with the meaning fieri, effici, to be done, effectedprecisely the force of ryf.ryovEv in our text. But the verb
"to bide" is N.::tn, which, in the Targums, only occurs in
~:lil.MN,
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the Ithpael, '.:;u:r{l~; e.g. Genesis vii. 19, The mountains
were hidden (~~'~ryry~). The difference between €A.a8e and
ryf.ryovev is thus very slight. We have seen that the negative ~~=not, is in the same verse written i1~ and~~. while
avTfi ,: to her, is PT?. The form '7 is the conjunction
"that"; and also=id quod, that which; so that the divergence in Greek almost vanishes in Aramaic.
Mark :
Luke :

PT~ '1 ~)71'.
'~nnn ~~ '1 ~)71'.

':mnn or '1i1nn

There are a few other cases which we had intended to
introduce, but they must remain over for the present.
J. T. MARSHALL.

THE HUMAN SPLENDOURS,
OUR LORD'S THIRD TEMPTATION.

IN the polemic of the Bread Problem our Lord has related
Himself to the ruling physical want of man ; in the polemic
of the Hebrew Problem to that elect race and its acquisitions. In the third discussion, He relates Himself to the
world outside the Hebrew, and to the ruling moral want.
The splendours of human nature, in Greek, Roman, and
Barbarian contents pass before Him, and originate the final
inspections. Christ assumes in baptism also the direction
of nations outside the Hebrew bounds. He is to awake
a new spirituality, compose a new epoch, appropriate the
essences of Greek and Roman and Teutonic antiquity, keep
the human splendours ·from sinking into night. A deviation is suggested from the original plan entrusted to Him,
into which, as into a last paradise, the spirit of divergence
withdraws.
We shall arrive at some understanding of this last study
by keeping close to the picture which the Literary Artist
has drawn for us.

